My User Manual

Joyal Jose
A subtitle that defines me

Eat...
Sleep...
Design...
Repeat...

Joyal Jose
Thing i am proud of

My growth in personal and professional life
Favorite Hobby

Movies
Taking a break from real life to live and experience the world in movies

Favorite Destination
Switzerland

Favorite food
Chicken Biriyani
Favorite Movie
Spiderman Into the spider-verse,
The peanut butter falcon,
No country for old men

Favorite Music type
Pop, Charlie Puth, Coldplay
Life Dimensions

- CAREER
- FRIENDS AND FAMILY
- HEALTH
- PERSONAL GROWTH
- SPIRITUALITY
- CREATIVE OUTLETS
- SOCIAL CAUSES
Learning Style
ACCOMODATOR

Strengths at Work
• Multi tasking
• Quick completion of works

Opportunity at Work
• Opportunity to learn new things

Buddy With An Opposite Learning Style:
Akanksha Gajankar
Thank You